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SAFETY STAND DOWN / TOOLBOX TALK 

Everyone involved in vegetation management is asked to take an hour away from their tasks to 

discuss three very serious incidents that have happened in recent weeks.  Four front line staff 

have been injured. 

Whether you let contracts, risk assess the task, use a chainsaw or do assurance visits...we all 

have a part to play. 

The following are all recent injuries associated with vegetation Management 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chainsaw kick-back at Truro. 

Nasty neck injury needing nine stitches. 

Chain snagged on fence wire in undergrowth. 

The right tool for the task? 

 

Tree felling at Llanfairfechan. 

Helmet dislodged and open head wound. 

The person hurt was less than two tree lengths away.  The tree 

being felled changed direction when branches caught on another. 

How do you check everyone on site knows the basic rules? 

Lost control of tracked chipper on embankment at 

Maidenhead 

Two people hurt: crushed chest and broken ankle. 

Shortcut used was not in the Work Package Plan. 
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Buckles Solicitors  
 

 

Following on from last month’s introduction to Buckles Solicitors we continue with an article 

prepared by Sam Greer from Buckles relating to a recent case between ABC Electrification and 

Network Rail. 

 

Costs due to Negligence or Default: 
To allow or disallow - that is the question! 

 
 

The decision in ABC Electrification v Network Rail provides a useful reminder for contracting 

parties to ensure that there is a clear allocation of risk at the time the contract is entered into. 

Failing to do so is likely to result in a bumpy ride. Here’s why. 

ABC was a joint venture company appointed by Network Rail to carry out works on the West 

Coast Power Supply Upgrade Project. The contract incorporated the ICE Conditions of Contract, 

Target Cost version subject to a set of amendments. Entitlement to payment was based (in part) 

on the Total Cost that ABC incurred in carrying out the works, less any “Disallowed Cost”. 

In an interim payment assessment, “Disallowed Cost” of c.£13.4million was deducted due to 

ABC’s breaches in failing to complete the works with due expedition, without delay and by 

the contractual date for completion. Inevitably a dispute arose between the parties.  

Network Rail sought a declaration from the Technology and Construction Court (TCC) as to the 

interpretation of “Disallowed Cost” which was defined as “cost due to negligence or default on 

the part of the Contractor in his compliance with any of his obligations under the Contract 

and/or due to any negligence or default on the part of the Contractor’s employees, agents, sub-

contractors or suppliers in their compliance with any of their respective obligations under their 

contracts with the Contractor”.  

BC argued that the word “default” had a narrower meaning than contended for by Network Rail 

in that it required wilful or deliberate conduct.  

The TCC held that the word “default” carried its natural and ordinary meaning, i.e. a failure 

to fulfil a legal requirement or obligation. ABC appealed on the basis that the court had given 

too much attention to the dictionary definition as opposed to the use of the word in context 

and gave insufficient weight to the consequences of the court’s interpretation.  

ABC argued that under the unamended ICE Conditions, the contractor is entitled to be paid for 

work consequent upon a breach of contract, provided that the breach was not negligent. ABC 

further argued that the contract amendments were not intended to create a “wholesale shift” 

from this position.  

The appeal was dismissed. The Court of Appeal held that the fact that the words "or default" 

followed the word "negligence" meant that "default" related to the manner or quality of 

performance, not the actual outcome. Consequently, the term "Disallowed Cost" included any 

cost due to a failure by ABC to comply with its obligations under the Contract. 
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The aim of the Target Cost mechanism is to incentivise the contractor to not only perform but 

also to control costs. The parties were free to agree cost and risk allocation as they did and the 

contract made it plain that ABC was intended to bear the risk of its own breach of contract.  

Commentary 

Over the years Target Cost contracts have become more popular as Employers have sought to 

incentivise Contractors to complete projects on time and within budget. Under Target Cost 

contracts the contractor is reimbursed his costs (on an actual cost basis) subject to the 

application of a formula under which the parties share the “gain” of any savings or the “pain” of 

any overspend. 

Therefore, whilst Target Cost contracts are intended to share risk between the parties, the 

minor amendments in this case substantially (and from ABC’s point of view, unintentionally) 

shifted the risk from Employer to Contractor.  

Link to the Judgment: Abc Electrification Ltd v Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd [2020] EWCA 

Civ 1645 (04 December 2020) (bailii.org) 

For Contract Risk Reviews please contact us. 

 

Sam Greer 

Senior Solicitor 

E: Sam.Greer@buckles-law.co.uk 

T: +44 (0)115 985 3481 
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Staff Accident Maintaining HW1000 Points Machine NRA21-04 
Location: Eastleigh Station. Wessex 

At 02:30hrs on Saturday 20th February a S&T member of staff was conducting fault 

maintenance on a HW 1000 points machine (E465B) on the BML1 at Eastleigh Railway Station 

when he sustained a deep laceration to his right index finger.  

The incident occurred whilst the team member was 

making adjustments to the clutch. The dry plate clutch 

is adjusted mechanically by increasing or decreasing 

the clutch spring pressure by means of the four nuts 

on the clutch gear. The points had been switched to 

manual to prevent the points motor energising. 

Although the cut-out switch had been operated, a 

multi-meter set to measure current had been 

connected across the cut-out switch in preparation for taking a clutch slip current reading. 

As the clutch was being rotated manually, movement of the clutch mechanism caused the 

operating contacts to make contact and caused the points machine to power up and run. 

As the clutch rotated the right index finger of the staff member brushed the adjustment 

pressure springs which caused a deep laceration.  

The injured member of staff has had an operation to repair the damaged tendon in his finger. 

This incident investigation is ongoing. 

 

IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRED 
1.  Always follow Risk Controls Manual NR/L3/MTC/RCS0216/MANUAL [Issue: 18] Risk 

Control Manual - GA15 part SIG002 - Points. 
2. Always isolate the points machine prior to any inspections and adjustments and 

where any protective covers are removed for inspection and adjustment, these shall 
be refitted prior to operating the points on 'power'. 

3. Always confirm you have been suitably briefed for the work you are to undertake and 
reach a clear understanding with the person responsible for the task.  

4. Only carry out tasks you are trained and competent to do. 
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Preventing Water Ingress to 25KV Track Sectioning Cabin NRA21-

05 
Location – Carstairs TSC. Scotland 

In a recent incident in Scotland Region, significant 

flooding was discovered in and around a 25kV Track 

Sectioning Cabin (TSC) at Carstairs. Pools of water 

inside and outside the cabin are also believed to 

extend underneath the building's false floor creating 

damp conditions and potential corrosion of the 

traction power equipment within. The site 

dehumidifier was out of service and several 

defective heaters were found.  

Investigation found the site was particularly vulnerable to flooding from an adjacent haulier's 

yard on higher ground. A previous flashover of traction power equipment is now thought to be 

due to unusually high levels of moisture in and around the building. 

Heating and dehumidification equipment have been rectified to bring moisture levels within the 

building under control. Work is in progress to improve drainage at the site.  

High moisture levels in a traction power supply location at Godinton in Southern Region in 2018 

led to a colleague being seriously burned by a flashover. 

IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRED 
1. Apply extra vigilance when accessing or inspecting lineside buildings, particularly 

those that contain electrical equipment.  
2. Assess the area around the site to identify factors that may increase the risk of 

flooding. For example, sites situated on low ground, vulnerable to run-off from 
adjacent premises or with poor drainage.  

3. Report any fabric damage, flooding or water ingress at a lineside building to the 
Operational Property Helpdesk OPHD@networkrail.co.uk  

4. Report any concerns with the building environmental controls. 
Discussion Points 

1. What assets could be similarly affected in your region?  
2. How effectively are defects and vulnerabilities at lineside buildings being escalated 

via OPHD when defects are found?  
3. What would you do if you found significant fabric damage, flooding or water ingress 

at a lineside building?  
4. How does your assurance check the effectiveness of asset inspection and resolving 

defects? 
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Using Lookout Operated Warning Systems NRA 21-06 
Location – National 

In the last 12 months we have reduced the amount of unassisted lookout working by over 70% 

and near-miss frequency by over 50%. The majority of this has been achieved by moving work 

into safer access opportunities to our railway, typically using 'protection' methods. During this 

time the frequency of near miss events while using LOWS warnings has worsened.  

In time, we will replace LOWS with semi-automatic and automatic track warning systems. In the 

interim we need to address and reverse this trend in LOWS near misses.  

Every recent investigation into a LOWS incident found the equipment worked as designed. The 

causes were linked to human error and procedure. 

Examples of the reasons are: 

• Inadequate communications between the LOWS Controller and the LOWS Lookout during 

set up. 

• LOWS Lookouts not acknowledging the approach of a train resulting in workgroups not 

receiving a warning to allow them to retreat into a position of safety. 

• LOWS Controller identifying the incorrect train. 

IMMEDIATE ACTION REQURIED – LOWS Controllers 
 

1. What conversations / communications do you have with the Planner when the work 
safe pack is being produced?  

2. How do you check the arrangements detailed in the safe work pack?  
3. How does your plan make sure your communications devices allow you to only speak 

to your LOWS Lookouts?  
4. Where is your team's position of safety to enable more than 10 seconds before a 

train passes over the site of work?  
5. How does your team help LOWS operators to speak out if they are distracted by work 

or home issues? 
IMMEDIATE ACTION REQURIED – LOWS Lookouts 

1. Do you always report issues you are encountering both at work which may affect 
your ability to concentrate? 

2. Are you always satisfied that when positioned by the LOWS Controller you are in a 
position of safety and able to carry out your lookout duties correctly?  

3. How do your plans make sure that ? 
o  Emergency contact devices are in place and working?  
o  You are in a position of safety during the system set up?  
o  What tests of the system occur BEFORE authorising the COSS to start work?  
4. Please make sure the LOWS team understand how you keep yourselves and your 

team safe. 
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Unsafe Access into Machinery NRX21-04 
Location – Crewe Operating Base 

A potential fatality could have occurred on 22nd 

February 2021 when an operative was observed 

inside a Ballast Cleaning System on track 

machine (OTM) at Crewe Operating Base.  

Initial reports suggest that there was a signed 

permit to work in place for the activity; this may 

be found to be inadequate as the operative did 

not have the suitable competence to work on the 

equipment and the permit did not provide the 

level of protection for the activity.  

Following the event, all work in Crewe Operating Base was stood down and an investigation 

started. All staff in management and supervisory grades participated in stand down briefings 

within 24 hours of the event and 1-2-1 discussions were held with all Maintenance 

Managers/Supervisors to determine risks at other sites. A level 3 investigation is now underway. 

With immediate effect, no staff are permitted to undertake maintenance activities on or near 

Network Rail maintained OTMs unless they have a base level of competence around machinery 

isolations (RVM/01) or direct supervision in place. 

IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRED 
 

1. Brief the content of this safety alert to all relevant staff and contractors so that 
everyone understands the actions required.  

2. Walk through your safe systems of work and permits used with a 'buddy' to take a 
fresh look at your controls. Do they reflect the activity and control the risk? Are they 
suitable and what risks can be eliminated or reduced?  

3. Confirm with everyone that they understand and are satisfied with the controls, 
including who is the responsible person before work starts. 
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Fire On Tamping Machine NRX21-05 
Location – Dunton Green. Kent 

At 05:29 on 23rd April 2021, a Matissa B41 

Tamper suffered a major engine 

compartment fire causing disruption to train 

services between Orpington and Sevenoaks. 

The line was blocked and an Emergency 

Switch Off (ESO) was implemented to enable 

the Fire Brigade to attend the scene. 

Thankfully there were no injuries as a result 

of this incident.  

 

Whilst it is too early to identify the exact cause of the fire there are some similarities to an 

engine compartment fire that occurred on another B41 Tamper around 3 years ago. The fire risk 

is not restricted to Matissa B41 Tampers, the potential exists for any item of rolling stock or On-

Track Machine with an enclosed engine room. 

Discussion Points 
 

1. Are maintenance regimes adequate to address the potential fire risk.  
2. Are regular inspections carried out to check the condition, security, and integrity of 

all electrical connections in engine rooms.  
3. Are regular checks carried out on all hydraulic hoses in engine rooms.  
4. Are all hoses and electric cables routed away from potential risk areas whenever 

possible?  
5. Are all hose leaks in engine rooms addressed as soon as they are identified?  
6. Where fitted, is the fire suppression system tested on a regular basis.  
7. Are all sources of high heat which could cause combustion cleaned from fluids/debris 

such as engine manifolds and turbo pipe exhaust outlets. 
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On Track Plant Collission NRX21-06 

Location – Billericay. Anglia Region 

On the 2 May 2021 at around 07:00, the Machine Operator of a Mobile Elevating Work Platform 

(MEWP) Road Rail Vehicle (RRV) suffered injuries when the basket of the MEWP in which they 

were traveling was struck by the jib of a 360o crane RRV which had been travelling behind it.  

The Operator was trapped and had to be 

freed by emergency services, suffering 

injuries that are potentially life changing. 

The Controller was uninjured.  

Both the Operator and Controller who were 

travelling in the cab of the 360o crane RRV 

were uninjured.  

The collision occurred as the vehicles were travelling within an Engineering Worksite, to their 

off-tracking location.  

The incident is currently under investigation by the Principal Contractor, RAIB and ORR. A Safety 

Bulletin will be issued once further learning is identified. 

Discussion Points 
 

• How are safe travel speeds determined and communicated?  

• Are arrangements in place to maintain adequate stopping distance between RRV's 
when traveling? How are these monitored?  

• How is the risk of Operators losing concentration, for example through distraction or 
fatigue, minimised?  

• What is the role of the Plant Operations Scheme Representative in making sure these 
controls are effective?  

• What is done to make sure risks from the way a possession is planned, for example 
gradient, worksite length or long travel distances form the Access Point, are identified 
and minimised?  

• When is it appropriate for a Machine or Crane Controller to ride in an RRV? Why 
might they choose to travel in a RRV at other times and what is done to prevent this 
happening? 
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Carnforth SMTH Irregularity – NRB21-02 
Location – Carnforth. North West  

On 23rd February 2021 an engineering assurance inspection 

discovered an uninsulated wire had been left in situ for 9 months 

following internal wire renewals conducted by Network Rail.  

 

It was found that wires were not appropriately recovered or 

sleeved following the work. It was also noted the signalling 

diagrams were missing from the location case 5/6A. 

The incident is subject to an investigation which will establish the sequence of events that led 

up to the unsafe condition and any underlying causes.  

The incident follows three similar signal testing irregularities in the last 18 months on the NW&C 

Region and follows a wider national trend. As a result, the following discussion points are 

recommended: 

Discussion Points 
 

• Never undertake any job unless you have been trained and assessed as competent.  

• Are you and your team clear on the standards and policy regarding temporary and 
permanent wire disconnection?  

• Have you got a clear testing plan that has been checked? Do you have enough time to 
work correctly through the plan? 

• Whenever making signalling disconnections the tester shall ensure that any bare 
conductors (e.g. relay spades, ring crimps, etc.) are suitably insulated. This shall be 
done in accordance with General Instructions to Staff Working on S&T Equipment 
(NR/L3/SIG/10064), E052.  

• When undertaking maintenance remain vigilant and report any defects to your line 
manager. 
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Exposure to Asbestos Containing Materiuals – NRB21-03 
Location – Lords covered Way Tunnel. Marylebone. London 

On 6th January 2021, an operative was installing temporary lighting in Lords Way Tunnel, near 

to Marylebone Station and whilst doing so, drilled into asbestos containing material (ACM).  

When ACM is disturbed, asbestos fibres can be released and if inhaled can cause ill health such 

as Asbestosis, Lung Cancer or Mesothelioma.  

In order to reduce the risk of exposure to asbestos, it is imperative that the correct processes 

are followed to identify assets that contain (or presumed to contain) ACM and to suitably plan, 

organise and deliver the work. 

The location of known asbestos at Network Rail infrastructure can be found in the ARMS 

Database. ARMS can be accessed here: https://arms.networkrail.co.uk/  

 A username and password for ARMS can be obtained by following instructions on and from the 

above link. A guide to using the system can be found under 'useful information' on the 

homepage screen once logged in. 

More guidance is available in NR/L2/CIV/168 Asbestos Management. 

When planning the work, you must: 

1. Check the Asbestos Risk Management System (ARMS) for the potential presence of 

ACMs. 

2. Presume that asbestos is present where there is no survey data to show otherwise. 

3. Communicate clearly the presence of ACMs to ALL involved in the planning and delivery 

of work. 

4. Ensure a safe system of work is in place. 

5. Stop work immediately if asbestos is discovered or thought to be present after work has 

started. 

DISCUSSION POINTS 

• Are you up to date with your Asbestos Awareness eLearning?  

• If you control site safety, access to buildings or are liable to disturb asbestos during 
your work, are you aware of the Asbestos eLearning available? These include 
asbestos Non-licensed Works training, and the imminent release of Enhanced 
Awareness training.  

• Have you got ARMS log on and can you effectively navigate the system?  

• Does your process for planning ensure the provision of all pre-construction 
information to those who need it? 

• Would you know what to do if you suspected your work had disturbed ACMs?  

• Non NR employees who control site safety and access to buildings or anyone liable to 
disturb asbestos during their work should be trained in Asbestos Awareness delivered 
by an accredited training provider as outlined in NR/L2/CIV/168.  

• Should an inadvertent exposure occur, NR/L2/OHS/157 specifies actions to be taken. 
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QUIZ TIME 
Congratulations to Janet Comaish of John Comaish Advertising for being the first out of the ‘hat’ 

for last months quiz. Janet correctly answered that Scarborough station was in the record books 

for having the longest station platform bench in the world. 

The £50 voucher is its way to Janet.  

 

 

So, this month we have another opportunity to create a 

winner!  

There is a £25 M&S Voucher up for grabs if you can correctly 

answer the question below. 

 

To the nearest 1000, how many bricks were used to 

construct the Darlington Brick Train? 

 

 

Answers by email please to info@prb-consulting.co.uk to be in with a chance of winning the 

£25.00 M&S voucher  

Closing Date: 30th May 2021 
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